Except for those established by
statute, other existing N S C interagency groups, ad hoc bodies,
and execuhve committees are also abolished as of March 1, 2001,
unless the\ are specifically reestablished as subordinate working
groups within the new NSC system as of that date.
The continued existence of any working groups would be up to Rice;
Cabinet officers, the heads of other
executive agencies, and the directors of offices within the Executive
Office of the President shall advise
the Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs of those
specific NSC interagency groups
chaired by their respective departments or agencies that are either
mandated by statute or are otherwise of sufficient importance and
\italih' as to warrant being reestablished, hi each case the Cabinet
officer, agency head, or office director should describe the scope
of the activities proposed for or
now carried out bv the interagency group, the relevant statutor\
mandate if an\, and the particular
N S C / P C C that should coordinate
this work.
There is one exception to this overall
pattern; "The Trade Promotion Coordinating Comiuittee established in E.O.
12870 shall continue its work . . . "
Other coordination, however, was replaced by the new organization:

intelligence establishment, both before
and after September 11, 2001.
Given this history, it is ironic to see
Condoleezza Rice and Stephen Hadley
now taking the knife in the ribs for President Bush's bogus Iraq pronouncements.
Both are perceived as so controlled by the
Bush political team that no one around
the globe believes statements issued by either one. Other writers have pointed out
that Hadlcv, despite his demurrers about
the infamous "Niger uranium" ploy, used
this rhetorical trope himself in February
2003, well after the October 2002 tiiue
frame in which he admits he knew it
to be spurious (see usemhassy.state.govI
mumhai/wwwhwashnewsZOO.html).
There is a greater irony, however, in
hearing the consensus expressed by those
who issued the September 11 report on
national security, in which they identified
a lack of inforiuation sharing or coordination among key agencies. How could
the White House ever have thought that
abolishing the interagenc\' work groups
was a good idea, if security was the objective? Why was so much responsibilit}' placed on the shoulders of one person, Condoleezza Rice, whose previous
experience had been at Stanford University and Chevron? Wh\ was national security blended with commerce?
Above all, why was virtually total control of national security taken over and
revamped bv a politically preoccupied
White House?
Margie i kirns writes from
Washington, D.C.
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As to those committees expressly established in the National Security' Act, the NSC/PC and/or
N S C / D C shall serve as those committees and perform the functions
assigned to those committees by
the Act.
This N S P D was publicly released
March 13, 2001, the same date a minis\mposium was held in Laurel, Maryland, on "homeland security," partly sponsored bv Analytic Services, Inc.
(ANSER), the company for which Hadle\' had served as a trustee. ANSER had
formed a think tank and consulting operation called the "Homeland Securit)' Institute" back in spring 1999 and was hea\ il\'
in\ested in pushing the idea of a "second
Pearl Harbor" as a slogan for the military-

Terms of
Empowerment
by B.K.

I

Eakman

magine, if you can, thousands of
parents last January insisting that the
Fairfax County, Virginia, school board
distribute a 169-question sex survey to
their 13-, 15-, and 17-vear-olds. Envision legions of taxpayers falling all over
themselves to divert $60,000 earmarked
for educational purposes to ask students
about oral sex, number of sexual partners, depression, and suicide.
Children behaving badlv isn't news, of
course. The question here is. Who—and,

more importanti)', how many—are those
promoting tell-all polls in the classroom?
A close examination of news accounts
reveals the answer; special interests, especiall}- social "service" agencies and other
organized causes feasting on greenbacks
from federal, state, and local governments. Every foundation, association,
and Center-for-Wliatever—from the Sex
Information and Education Council of
the United States (SIECUS) to Planned
Parenthood — is hot to get its pet nonacademic program into the schools, particularly if it focuses on sex, race, the failures
of parents, or mental illness.
Powerful incenti\es exist to goad as
man\ children as possible into "confessing" antisocial and unhealthy attitudes.
Kevin P. Dwyer, president of the National
Association of School Psychologists, defends psychological pop quizzes, explaining that this "valuable information [is j almost impossible to obtain from any other
source . . . " He worries that a negative
court ruling might prompt legislators to
nix all questionnaires.
Fairfax's survey is only the latest flap.
T h e furor of 2002, for example, was
over Ridge wood (New Jersey) High
School's 156-question survey; "Profiles
of Student Life; Attitudes and Behaviors." This brainchild of the Minneapolis-based Search Institute received, not
coincidentally, major funding for "prevention" projects from several government agencies.
A Fairfax County Board of Supervisors' task force, the Youth Survey Working Group, launched the Virginia survey.
Committee members knew perfectiy well
that asking minors to divulge information
of an intimate, political, or unlawful nature without parental knowledge or consent is unethical and usually illegal and
that repeating questions in various formats to ensure that the information compromises the respondents is tantamount
to entrapment. In any case, most school
officials are aw are that students' respon,ses are not really anonymous but "confidential"—i.e., that responses are typically
"slugged" (pre-identified) and disclosed
on a need-to-know basis.
Parents are deemed nuisances to be
circumvented, not cooperating partners.
Dr. Karen Effrem, parent and pediatrician with the Maple River Education Coalition in St. Paul, Minnesota, testified at
a recent hearing before her state legislature that the No Child Left Behind Act
threatens parental authority.
"If parents are really cooperative," stat-
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ed Dr. Effrem, "federal and state go\ ernment v\ill allow them to participate in
the educational decisions regarding their
own children." This is the key issue: The
state and the education establishment, in
collusion with the hydra-headed mentalhealth industry, have decided that most
parents are unwilling or unable to provide
meaningful guidance to their children.
No sooner had Dr. Effrem presented
her testimony than officials in Lebanon,
Pennsylvania, announced they would become a pilot district for a new initiafi\e —
to disseminate parent report cards. Parents in the 4,200-student district would
earn grades based on attendance at parent-teacher conferences, returning papers with the rec[uired signatures, and
seeing that their yoimgsters come to
school healthy—all admirable goals, no
doubt, but insulting to parents who routinely fulfill their responsibilities. Might
a parent receive a low mark for, say, objechng to the sex cjueshonnaire in Virginia or for promoting "intolerant" attitudes
about single parenthood and "alternati\ e
lifeshles"?
Coercive personal surveys permeate
today's classrooms, from health to history classes. Nearly all carr)' political overtones and affect curricula. Some questionnaires include items asking what
newspapers and magazines are found
in students' homes and solicit information on parents' health or finances. T h e
formats typically are a mixture of true/
fiilse, "what-would-you-do-if," and "howdo-\ou-feel-when" queries. That is wh\
newspapers are able to report that" 16 percent of 12-year-olds sa\- the\- have" done
this or that in the past month.
Not only is such information frequently individually identifiable, but much of
it is cross-referenceable with other computerized data. With the increasing interoperability of local, state, and federal
computer systems —under the mandate
of information-sharing—comes the specter of citizen dossiers.
Is such extensive record-keeping already underway?
That depends on who needs it. Electronic cross-matching (a.k.a. "data-trafficking" and "data-mining") is expensive
and time-consuming. Should an individual sufficiently irritate someone important, aspire to public office, or become a
whistle-blower, however, all kinds of data, including political and social views,
are trotted out. As info-matching services become more lucrative and nationalID proposals take on new urgency in the

name of securih', the sheer frequency and
\olume of data collection is potentially
evolving into a political litinus test.
Today's questionnaires and screening
instruments amount to psychological profiling. The presumption is that, if people
have nothing to hide, they will comply.
The term voluntary suggests the freedom
to opt out. In practice, there are implied
repercussions for refusing. Thus, most
school surveys do not make the headlines.
Consent forms, if any exist, usually find
their way home after the fact. Invasive
questionnaires may even be incorporated
in an academic test or appear as part of a
curriculum or school activih.
In one Philadelphia-area Christian
school, pupils were asked questions similar to those on the Fairfax survey. The
school, while private, received some
tax support, which was all it took to
launch the surve\'—to compile government-mandated health statistics. Many
times, questions arc formulated by contractors with ties to such organizations
as S I E C U S and Planned Parenthood,
which favor graphic sex curricula, aggressive mental-health interventions,
and extremist political causes.
Pennsylvania has been awash in phony testing and surye\- scandals since
1973, when the American Civil Liberties Union first took the state education
agency's Division of Testing to task for
asking personal questions on standardized tests without parental knowledge or
consent. The suit was dropped when the
state agreed to provide written notice. By
1984, however, imanthorized fishing expeditions into students' private lives were
again a source of controversy. The state
was caught red-handed t\ing curriculum
and federal dollars to the "test" questions.
Today the practice is ubiquitous, and another survey is headed for Pennsylvania's
public schools (see "Survey Will Ask
Students about Private Family Matters,"
wu'w.pennlive.com/newfi/patriotnews). Alison Delsite, spokeswoman for the Pennsylvania Crime and Delinquency Commission, told die Patriot News that "[t]he
questionnaire is designed to find out how
many young people are at risk for drug
abuse, violence and other problems. The
information is used to target state and local money and prevention efforts."
Wdw is state and local money being funneled into prevention efforts in schools?
Because the federal dollars received by
each state's Department of Education
are tied to "violence prevention." These
monies are passed on to local school dis-
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tricts through such entities as Pennsylvania's Crime and Delinquency Commission.
Who is behind the Pennsylvania survey? The "Channing Bete Company, a
Massachusetts firm that markets Communities That Care, a youth violence
prevention effort.'' The organization was
paid by the federal government to develop
a survey and receive even more money for
administering it. (A version of the survey
can be viewed at www.pccd.state.pa.us/
Stats/docs/PAYS200L)
In response to a legal challenge by
parents, Fairfax Count)' attorne)- David
Bobzicn determined in February that the
survey asking high-school students about
their sexual experiences does not violate
Chapter 31, Tide 20, Section 1232h of
the U.S. Code, which states that
no student shall be required, as
part of any applicable program,
to submit to a survey, analysis, or
evaluation that reveals information
concerning . . . sex behavior and
attitudes. . . without the prior consent of tire parent.
The survev, argued Bobzien, was a local initiative and did not involve federal funds.
This is a tvpical response to lawsuits
from parent groups. T h e burden —financial and otiierwise—falls to parents to
uncover the federal funding behind such
surveys, residting in huge legal fees for
discovery. Attorneys usually can pursue
the money trail far enough to locate the
"incentives" and "technical assistance"
that federal agencies and their subgrantees provide. It can be a long, daunting
process, however.
There is an even more subtic disincentive to take on the system. Beginning in
their youngsters' elementar\'-sehool years,
parents are urged to "get involved"-serve
on curriculum committees, task forces, in
the PTA. The illusion is that their views
really matter. Parents soon discover, however, that, unless tiieir values conform to
the predetermined "consensus," thev are
ostracized. The "approved opinions" always seem to emanate from well-heeled
special interests —like SIECUS.
So just how did those nasty little
questionnaires get into the Fairfax and
Ridgewood schools? The answer is consensus-building.
Such methods as tiie Delphi Technique, among others, originated years
ago as a means of moving contentious

business meetings along. Gradually,
these strategies evolved into something
more manipulative.
Special interests know that only those
controversial inihatives judged to be "in
the interest of the state" and to have community support will survive. For example, the federal government is prohibited
by law from becoming involved in determining curricula — unless some subject
is deemed "in the interest of the state."
Teen pregnancv, school violence, sexually transmitted diseases, and a whole
range of social objectives fall into that
category—but not such basic subjects as
spelling, math, or geography. Initiatives
likelv to be rejected h\ the public require
careful nurturing. But b}' creating an impression of voter support, legislators and
school officials can be convinced to implement projects that most parents dislike, even abhor.
Parents who balk are "Delphi-ed"
out. Posing as unbiased moderators of
a discussion, trained "facilitators" representing the special interest are sent to
communities to engineer a phony consensus. After ascertaining the various factions within the target group, the facilitator deftlv pits one against the other until
only the preapproNed view is left standing.
Alternative opinions are rejected as backward, extreme, or reactionary—by "consensus." Principle is dumped in favor of
group-think, which is the adult form of
"peer pressure."
Consider what are characterized today
as majority views on sex and cohabitation.
The special-interest groups would have
us believe that most people accept illegitimacy and sex outside of marriage and
that modern birth-control methods have
made abstinence and monogam\' obsolete. According to Zogby hiternational,
however, by a 2.4 to 1 margin, parents disapprove of comprehensive sex education.
E\'en more condemn the "safe-sex" curricula promoted bv the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Two thirds
of parents disapprove of telling children
aged five to eight details of sexual intercourse or self-arousal, of telling youngsters between the ages of nine and 12 that
homosexual relationships are satisfying,
and of teaching 12- to 15-year-olds that
cohabitation is as good as marriage. Parents feel strongly that "sexual or ph\sical
intimacy should occur between two people involved in a lifelong, mutually faithful marriage commitment." They appro\'e teaching abstinence as a primar\'
response to epidemic STD's, out-of-wed-

lock pregnancies, and abortions.
For years, groups such as SIECUS,
Planned Parenthood, the Alan Guttmacher Institute, the National Education
Association, the CDC, and Advocates
for Youth, among others, have claimed
that beh\ een 80 and 90 percent of parents
support "comprehensive" sex-education
programs for young children. How did
these groups achieve such a misrepresentation of public opinion? B\' conducting
manipulative focus groups and disseminating surveys that describe explicit sex
education in vague, even compassionate, language.
Most people do not realize that selfdetermination is removed in the process
of consensus-building. Those who oppose coercive surveys could shut down
the process, take back the discussion, and
reframe tiie debate —if they knew how.
The less time our schools actually spend
teaching, however, the less graduates can
hold on to, or argue for, their personal
beliefs —a self-perpetuating problem
that becomes deadly for representative
democracy.
This is the real tragedy of our declining schools—where "consensus" is sold
as "empowerment."
B.K. Eakman, a former teacher and
executive director of the National
Education Consortium, is the author of
three books, including Cloning of the
American Mind: Eradicating MoralityThrough Education {Huntington House).
Her website is www.BeverKE.com.

AMERICAN EMPIRE
The American Myth
ofWorldWarl
by Joseph E. Fallon

I

n 1917, two revolutions engulfed warravaged Europe. The first was America's military intervention in France on
June 26, which prolonged World War I
and, thus, made possible the second: the
communist seizure of power in Russia
on No\ember 7.
To win maximum public support for
their respective revolutions, the two rivals, Woodrow Wilson and Vladimir
Lenin, adopted the same tactic. Each
declared his forces were fighting to establish peace, democrac\, and national

self-determination in Europe.
A common rhetoric concealed a common goal. Despite ideological differences, Wilson the capitalist and Lenin
the Marxist shared the same ambition —
the destruction of the traditional cultural and social order of Europe. Each
sought to convert World War I into a war
against Western civilization. They differed only on which ideology—"democratic capitalism" or "democratic socialism"—would be the foundation for the
New World Order they wished to impose
upon Europe.
When Wilson militarily intervened
in that war, he instigated a revolution
against the traditional foreign policy of
the United States. As George Washington emphasized in his Farewell Address:
"The great rule of conduct for us in regard to foreign nations is—in extending
our commercial relations—to have with
them as littie political connection as possible."
More prophetic were the words delivered by John Quincy Adams. In his
speech to the U.S. House of Representatives on Julv 4, 1821, celebrating Independence Day, he warned against going
abroad in search of "monsters to destroy"
and foretold the consequences if the federal government pursed foreign adventures.
[America] has abstained from interference in the concerns of others, even when conflict has been
for principles to which she clings,
as to the last vital drop that visits
the heart... , Wherever the standard of freedom and independence has been or shall be unfurled, there will her heart, her
benedictions and her prayers be.
But she goes not abroad, in search
of monsters to destroy. She is the
well-wisher to the freedom and
independence of all. She is the
champion and vindicator onl\ of
her own. . .. She well knows that
by once enlisting under other banners than her own, were they even
the banners of foreign independence, she would involve herself
be}'ond the power of extrication, in
all the wars of interest and intrigue,
of individual avarice, envy, and
ambition, which assume the colors
and usurp the standard of freedom.
The fundamental maxims of her
policy would insensibly change
from libert\- to force ., .
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